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Objective of
this research.
CPPO commissioned FGS to conduct research
on the current prepaid ecosystem. The aim of this
research is to build a heatmap of all the players
in the Canadian prepaid space and look into the
innovations and market trends in the Canadian
prepaid space.
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State of Prepaid
in Canada
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State of Prepaid In Canada

Disclaimer: The prepaid usage stats included in this section of the report are from Payments
Canada and 'prepaid' stats here constitute combined value and volume numbers for closed and
open-loop prepaid, whereas the rest of the report is focused on open-loop prepaid.

As consumer preferences shift towards more convenient, cashless and contactless payment methods, prepaid provides both incumbents and
new FinTech entrants an avenue to introduce new products and services, while still adhering to stringent regulatory requirements. Prepaid is
driving innovation in the ecosystem as it is the core offering with which most challenger banks launch in the market and for the non-banks
like tech giants, big retailers, e-commerce players, prepaid is the key to entry into the FinTech space. Here we want to cover the insights
from Payments Canada’s latest “Canadian Payment Methods and Trends - 2020” report which focuses exclusively on 2019 and does not
reflect the impacts of COVID-19 on payments behaviour.
Over the past 5 year period (2014-2019), prepaid cards experienced the second highest
growth rate both in volume and value, the highest growth rate payment method being online
transfers. The total volume of prepaid transactions totaled 328 million in 2019, growing 64%
from five years prior. The total value of prepaid transactions totaled $19.2 billion, growing
61.2% over the same period, as seen in the graphic below.
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Canadians further developed their preference for utilizing prepaid cards as their method of
payment for e-commerce, with prepaid accounting for 10% of e-commerce transactions in 2019, as
seen in the chart below, significantly up from the 3% in 2018. Canadians were three times more
likely to use a prepaid payment for e-commerce than they were at physical POS merchant locations.

Source: Payments Canada. (2020, November 17). Canadian Payment Methods and Trends Report 2020. Retrieved April 25, 2021, from
https://www.payments.ca/sites/default/files/paymentscanada_canadianpaymentsmethodsandtrendsreport_2020.pdf
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Impact of COVID-19

Disclaimer: The prepaid usage stats included in this section of the report are from Payments
Canada and 'prepaid' stats here constitute combined value and volume numbers for closed and
open-loop prepaid, whereas the rest of the report is focused on open-loop prepaid.

The COVID-19 pandemic had a seismic impact on the Canadian financial ecosystem,
and has shifted the way Canadians transact which may be permanent in many ways.

●

44% of Canadians say COVID-19 has changed their
payments preferences to digital and contactless long-term,
61% are spending less, 42% are uncomfortable handling
cash

●

Payment methods that saw a rise in usage - 32% of
Canadians report using credit cards more; 21% report using
debit cards more; 25% report using e-transfer more

●

Payment methods that saw a decline in usage - Compared
to pre-COVID use, 57% of Canadians report using cash less
(compared to 65% in week five of pandemic), 32% report
using cheques less (down slightly from 35%)
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●

We are seeing more and more players launching or
announcing plans to launch prepaid products in Canada,
and thereby it is being predicted that prepaid usage will
ramp up quickly over the next few years

Source: Payments Canada. (2020, November 25). Canadian spending and purchase habits have not yet returned to pre-pandemic preferences. Retrieved April 25, 2021, from
https://www.payments.ca/about-us/news/canadian-spending-and-purchase-habits-have-not-yet-returned-pre-pandemic-preferences
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Canadian Prepaid
Heatmap
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Canadian Prepaid Value Chain
The Canadian prepaid value chain has following segments:
Consumer or business user, Merchant, Merchant processor/acquirer,
Program manager, Challenger bank, Service provider, Issuing bank,
Issuing processor - prepaid processor, Payment network.

Card
Holder

Card
Acquisition
Point

Program
Manager
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Service
Provider

For the purpose of data analysis in this research, we have only
included the following six segments - Issuing Bank, Issuing
Processor, Payment Network, Challenger Bank, Program
Manager and Service Provider.

Issuing
Processor

Issuing
Bank

Payment
Network

Merchant
Processor
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Canadian Prepaid Heatmap Our Research Approach.
The Canadian Prepaid Heatmap 2021 is a
comprehensive view of players in the Canadian openloop prepaid ecosystem.

Analysis

The report is based on FGS’s proprietary database and CPPO existing
members. Further primary and secondary research was conducted to
ensure the ecosystem was properly represented.
Companies were selected for this analysis based on their role in the
prepaid value chain.
●
●
●
●

For a complete and holistic view, we have included - program
manager, challenger banks, service providers, issuing
processors, issuing banks and payment networks.
We have included a selection of service providers who play a
role to enable the prepaid market and that list is not exhaustive.
Companies both headquartered and operating in Canada are
included.
Each company has been categorized as - New FinTech Entrant,
Fintech Incumbent or Financial Institution.
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Research

Secondary
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Heatmap
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Canadian
Prepaid
Ecosystem Data Insights
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The Current Canadian
FinTech Landscape.
Canadian
FinTech
Landscape

The Canadian FinTech landscape is rapidly growing and
changing. Our insights reveal that the most active sectors in
2021 are PayTech, LendTech, AI & Data, FI Tech & Software.

FinTechs

1,251
# of Companies*

PayTech (361)
LendTech (177)
FI Tech & Software (148)
AI & Data (99)
InsurTech (87)
WealthTech & PFM (83)
RegTech (79)
Capital Markets & Investment (78)

11.8%

28.9%

FI Tech &
Software

PayTech

Cryptocurrency & Blockchain (75)

*Excludes Closed Companies

Challenger Bank (34)
Crowdfunding (30)
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14.2%
LendTech
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Prepaid value chain players constitute about 16% of all PayTechs operating
in Canada and the majority of those players are FinTech Incumbents.
New Entrants vs Incumbent vs.
Financial Institutions Prepaid Companies

Prepaid as percentage of all PayTechs*

11.1%
10

80

Financial
Institution

36

425

44

84.2%

15.8%

40%

Rest of
Paytechs

Prepaid

New FinTech
Entrant

48.9%
FinTech
Incumbent

*Includes New FinTech Entrants and FinTech Incumbents. Excludes Financial Institutions.
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Program Managers and Service Providers constitute the biggest two
segments, followed by a completely new segment of Challenger
Banks that has entered the space in recent years.

Financial Institution

FinTech Incumbent
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●

Challenger Bank segment has the highest
percentage of the new FinTech entrants indicating
the fact that it's the fastest growing and most
innovative segment of the prepaid value chain.

●

Financial institutions make up the 100% of Issuing
Bank segment

●

Payment Network segment is comprised of only
FinTech incumbents

●

Service Provider segment consists of a selection of
players from identity verification, fraud prevention,
cyber security, banking software, credit bureaus, AI,
open banking and data verticals

●

The Program Manager segment contributes the
highest to the total CPPO membership while the
Service Provider segment contributes the least.

New FinTech Entrant
13

Number of Companies by Year Founded by Category (2000-2020)*

There has been consistent growth in
the number of prepaid companies
headquartered or operating in
Canada in the past 20 years.

●

New FinTech entrants comprise almost 65 per cent of
companies that have been founded since the year
2000, while FinTech Incumbents comprise 28 per cent
of the companies founded since 2000

●

In last 5 years, 15 out of 16 new company launches
were new FinTech entrants, whereas many companies
founded between 2000 to 2007, have gained FinTech
incumbent status by now

●

Looking at the value chain segments, the launch of
Challenger Banks has been concentrated towards the
past 5-7 years, where Program Managers and Service
Providers launches have been distributed evenly over
the past 20 years

Financial Institution

FinTech Incumbent

New FinTech Entrant

Number of Companies by Year Founded by Value Chain Location (20002020)*

* Excludes Opt+, since year founded was not available
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Service Provider

Program Manager

Payment Network

Issuing Processor

Issuing Bank

Challenger Bank
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Only a little more than half of the companies operating in the Canadian
open-loop prepaid space are Canadian.
Of the remaining half non-Canadian companies, the majority are headquartered in the United States. There are 50 prepaid value chain
players headquartered in Canada and 60% of those are based out of Ontario, showing the extreme geographical concentration of the
prepaid ecosystem in Canada.

35.6%

1.1%

14%

10%

Australia

Quebec

Alberta

USA

1.1%
UK

Companies
by HQ
Location

1.1%
Philippines

55.6%

60%

Canada

Ontario

2.2%

Companies by
Province
(only for active
Canadian HQ
companies)

12%
BC

2%
Manitoba

Germany

2%
Newfoundland
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Prepaid is enabling Challenger Banks in Canada.

● There are 34 Challenger Banks in
Canada and 13 out of those have a
prepaid card product i.e. about 38% of the
Challenger Banks in Canada offer prepaid
cards.
● The vast majority of these prepaid
enabled Challenger Banks are neo banks
i.e. they don't have a banking license but
they offer financial services through a
banking partner who possesses a license.
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Challenger
Banks in Canada
Prepaid vs NonPrepaid

61.8%
Non-Prepaid
Challenger Bank

38.2%
Prepaid
Challenger Bank
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Industry Trends and
Innovations
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Kids/Teen Banking Gaining Traction In Canada
These solutions allow parents to easily give money to their children, they also enable them to track children's spending both online and in physical
stores, set tasks that need to be completed for earning allowance, and help kids learn about savings.
While most of these apps are meant for kids and teens to earn allowance from their parents, we have seen a new player, SideKick, which is meant
for international students in Canada and enables them to receive money from their family in different currencies and enables spending in Canada
through a prepaid card.
RBC Ventures has also launched a kid banking app backed by a prepaid card - Mydoh.
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Rewards Moving Away From Loyalty Points
Prepaid cards have held the value proposition that they enable consumers and businesses to earn rewards on debit-like purchases since their
inception, however the new players are further innovating the rewards space which is not limited to the traditional loyalty programs. Challengers
are offering a range of reward options from cashbacks that are immediately accessible for spending to personalized discounts at a curated list of
retailers to bitcoin cashbacks. During the past one year, the challengers have also been helping the local restaurants and businesses by enabling
them to build digital presence by offering personalized rewards through these challenger banking apps.
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Real-Time/Early Earnings Access Continues To Grow
Last year we saw the rise of on-demand pay or earned wage access trend, since then Canada has seen many more players enter the space. We
see a variety of solutions ranging from anytime access during the pay cycle (Ceridian Dayforce), to 2-day early access to payroll (PC Money), to
same day earnings (Payfare), to access right after every shift (Payfare, Instant Financial). The wage money is made accessible to the employee/gig
worker by transferring it to a prepaid card which can be used immediately.
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Prepaid Enabling Canadians To Better
Manage Their Money
Prepaid players enable users to better budget, avoid overspending and get into the habit of savings by offering money management
solutions. Challengers are also offering credit score monitoring and building solutions. These use-cases will further grow as Open Banking
becomes live in Canada.

●Credit score monitoring
●Round up investing (Moka)
●Budgeting, spending limits
●Spending insights
●Money Moves - Daily money management insights

●Round up savings
●Spending insights
●Bill splitting, request money from friends
●Card reload through cash at physical locations
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●Credit building
●Round up savings
●Automated transfer to saving goals
●Spending insights

●Buckets for savings goals and budgeting
●Round up savings
●Automated transfer to saving goals
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Cryptocurrency Marketplaces Launching Prepaid
Cryptocurrency portals have traditionally used Interac and wire transfers for funding and withdrawal of cryptocurrency purchase and sale.
In order to enable their customers an easier way of funding, withdrawing and spending their cryptocurrency balance, these portals are
launching their own prepaid cards. This also enables the cryptocurrency portals to enter into banking space by enabling the day to day
transactions of the consumer.

Shakepay recently announced partnership
with Marqeta to launch a Visa prepaid card
for their customers. They already have a
P2P payments features as well.
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Instacoin Direct enables people to
sell cryptocurrencies and make
withdrawal through a prepaid card

Prepaid Mastercard linked to crypto wallet.
Available only in the US, announced for launch
in Canada soon
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Prepaid Players
Beginning To Offer
Savings Interest
Most challenger banks offering a prepaid card in
Canada have had a feature of transaction round-up
savings and saving goals. But they have not
traditionally offered consumers interest on the balance
on their prepaid card.
Koho has pioneered in this space by launching Koho
Save this year which pays interest on the entire balance
in the Koho account. This means Koho operates as
both a chequing and savings account, so users can
spend, save, and earn, all in one place. Customers may
opt into Koho Save in the app and their entire balance
will start earning 1.2% interest right away.
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Market Forces
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Prepaid Is Enabling Entry Of Non-Banks
Prepaid is enabling non-banks to launch banking for their customers, as an alternative to credit and a step before or instead of getting a bank licence.
The non-bank players are thus able to not just offer an end-to-end experience to their customers but also capture their spending data which helps
them to learn more about the consumer and further innovate to offer predictive services.

Prepaid, Full Service Bank Account Examples

Accounting
Software Providers

eCommerce
Players

Quickbooks Quickbooks Cash

Shopify - Shopify
Balance
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Payments Giants

Big Retailers

Robo-Advisors

Tech Giants

Square - Square Card
(Debit Card for SMBs)

PC Financial - PC
Money Account

Wealthsimple Wealthsimple Cash

Apple Cash trademarks
approved by Canadian
Government and hence
will be launching here
soon. Google has
announced Google
Plex Account.
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BaaS Is Enabling The
Growth Of Prepaid

Banking as a Service Stack

Brand

A company wishing to embed
financial services into its
customer experience.

User Interface

As the demand for embedded financial services is on
the rise, we see a whole range of players of players
entering the BaaS space - Banks (e.g Digital
Commerce Bank), Payments players (e.g. Stripe),
Banking Software Providers (e.g. Synapse)
BaaS model is enabling brands to launch prepaid
product at a accelerated pace, while being compliant
and not having to worry about bank negotiations,
compliance processes, and regulatory requirements.

Compliance
Risk
Management
Financial Crime
Payments
Customer
Operations

Banking Stack

Banking as a Service (BaaS) is the provision of
complete banking processes (such as loans,
payments, deposit accounts) as a platform using an
existing licensed bank's secure and regulated
infrastructure with modern API-driven platforms.

A company supplying one of the
services in the
banking stack as a service.

Products
Treasury
General Ledger
License Holder

A bank that provides the licence
for the financial services.

Source - 11:FS Report | Banking as a Service: reimagining financial services with modular banking
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Challenger Banking Solutions Continue To Grow
As per FGS FinTech database,
there are 34+ Challenger Banks
in Canada as of April 2021 and
we continue to hear
announcements by tech giants,
big retailers, and other FinTechs
regarding launching challenger
banking solutions in Canada.
● Most players in the Beta
Bank category are coming
from digital offshoots of
credit unions

Challenger Banks in Canada (34+)
Beta

Neo

New

Non

Using the banking
licence of parent

Don’t have their own
banking licence but have
a partner who does

Secured a new
banking licence

Don’t have banking
license but meet
conditions to offer
financial products
through non-traditional
ways, such as e-money
license

● In the past one year, most
growth has been seen in the
Neo Bank space
● 13 out of the 34 Challengers
in Canada offer a prepaid
card product
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Competition From Emerging Consumer Ecosystems
Canada is starting to see early movers offering integrated consumer ecosystems that represent the opportunity to become super apps
enabled by payments. While these ecosystems are blurring the lines between different industries, they are adding to the competition
for the prepaid players and the challenger banks.

Wealthsimple (Canada)
Wealthsimple has developed a consumer ecosystem that is comprised of
savings, P2P payments, investing and tax offerings. This is enabling Wealthsimple
to serve a larger portion of consumer financial needs, all within a singular digital
platform.
Kijiji (Canada)
Kijiji has transformed its consumer marketplace into an offering that enables
consumers to shop for the majority of their needs and services. Canadians can
access the ability buy and sell products/services such as cars & vehicles, real
estate, pets, service offerings, vacation rentals, job offerings and much more.

Google (Global)
Google has continued to expand their consumer ecosystem offering to develop a
more full suite offering - consumers can search for products, retailers,
restaurants, doctors, etc.; read and share reviews, book cabs, hotels, and much
more. Google has partnered with banks in the US for Google Plex offering.
Google recently expanded its payments services to include paying for parking
and transit services within the Google Maps app.
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Loblaws (Canada)
Loblaws is leveraging their loyalty & rewards platform - PC Optimum to expand and
further meet other financial needs of their customer base. Their integrated ecosystem
is both PC financial products and partnerships such as League for health benefits,
Maple for virtual doctors, Esso and other financial and health products.
Amazon (Global)
Amazon has developed a consumer ecosystem that has expanded beyond
traditional retail offerings. Consumers can now look to Amazon for financial
services, health and pharmacy services, groceries, and a number of additional
service channels. They also offer Amazon Cash (reload amount to Amazon Pay at
partner locations) for unbanked and non-digitally savvy users.

Uber (Global)
Uber has developed a consumer ecosystem that has expanded to including
rideshare, food delivery, alcohol, pharmacy deliveries, transportation
scheduling by healthcare professionals for patients and caregivers, and gig
work opportunities for consumers. They have a wallet for drivers for instant
payouts and Uber Cash wallet for users to add funds.
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SMEs Are Gaining Access To Banking Through
Emerging SME Ecosystems
Emerging digital SME ecosystems are offering both financial and ancillary services, thus enabling SME owners to consolidate
their non-core business activities with fewer providers. These ecosystems are a competitive threat to SME challenger banks
but Canada is yet to see the launch of a SME challenger.
Shopify (US and Canada)
Shopify enables businesses to set up an online store and integrated payments
for checkout. It has recently also entered physical stores through its POS offering.
It also caters to SMB financial needs through - Working Capital Loans, POS
financing, Business Banking Account (Shopify Balance).
Moneris (Canada)
Moneris has been expanding its small business product suite to go beyond
payments. Recently, they have developed and launched an end-to-end
ecommerce solution in partnership with Bookmark, an automated website
building platform. Moneris furthered its expansion into the SMB ecommerce
ecosystem through the development of its digital-first accelerator eCommerce
North, in partnership with Toronto-based tech hub Elevate.

RBC (Canada)
RBC’s Ownr is an end-to-end online platform offering a comprehensive set of
services that assists in setting up and managing a new business. It also helps
with the most burdensome administrative and regulatory requirements.

Square (US and Canada)
Square not only offers POS to enable SMBs to accept payments online and instores, but also offers SMBs other services like payroll, business debit card,
invoicing, loyalty programs, gift cards, POS financing, working capital loans. It has
also entered retail space through its P2P payments solution - Cash app.

Quickbooks (US and Canada)
Quickbooks has continued to further expand its offering to meet the end-to-end
needs of Canadian Small Businesses. They have expanded their integration
capabilities to address the full lifecycle of SMBs and are continuing to work to
ensure new needs that arise are met. In the US, Quickbooks recently launched
Quickbooks Cash, a free business bank account that allows SMBs to fully
manage their finances, access their cash and allow them to entirely run their
business through the Quickbooks ecosystem.
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Uber (US and Canada)
Uber partnered with GoBank to offer US drivers current accounts; and
partnered with Payfare in Canada to enable drivers to access their earnings
right after the ride is completed.
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Changing Regulatory Landscape

Payments
Modernization

Retail Payments
Oversight Framework

Open Banking

Digital ID & Privacy

This will open up
access to PayTechs

This will regulate PayTechs

This will allow consumers to
share data with anyone if
they consent

This will protect consumers
as digitization in Canada
continues to expand

As payments modernization
continues to develop and take shape
in Canada, players within the
payments ecosystem will need to
continue to innovate in order to not
only remain competitive within the
ecosystem but also to ensure they
are capturing the full advantage the
modernized payments systems will
provide.

As new legislation is continued to be
introduced, players within the
Canadian payments and financial
ecosystem will need to ensure that
they remain vigilant with their
compliance of the rules and
regulations to remain competitive but
also ensure the safety and security of
Canadian consumers and
businesses.

Open Banking presents players
within the Canadian ecosystem an
opportunity to innovate and better
address the needs and demands of
the Canadian market. It is clear that
the government is looking to work
with the ecosystem on the
development of the Open Banking
regime, resulting in the ability for the
players to take action and develop a
guide for the framework, prior to the
implementation of legislation.

As Digital ID in Canada is further
defined and legislation such as Bill C11 is implemented, players will need to
be more vigilant around the
protection of their consumers’ data.
They will also need to ensure that
consumers have the ability to not only
access their data, but also access to
the tools needed to exercise the
rights provided to them through the
Digital Charter.
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Thank you.

